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AN ALTERNATIVE: TWO-MIXING TEXTURE FORTHREE NEUTRINOS OR THREE-MIXING TEXTUREFOR FOUR NEUTRINOS�Wojieh KrólikowskiInstitute of Theoretial Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00�681 Warszawa, Poland(Reeived September 9, 2000)The alternative formulated in the title has a hane to be settled, whenthe existene of the LSND e�et is experimentally exluded or on�rmed.The �rst option, muh disussed in literature, works in the ase of threeative neutrinos �e ; �� ; �� , when among their massive states �1 ; �2 ; �3there is no diret mixing between �1 and �3, and the mass hierarhy m21 .m22 � m23 holds. This option is onsistent with the observed de�its ofsolar �e's and atmospheri ��'s, if �m221 $ �m2sol and �m232 $ �m2atm.On the other hand, the seond option is an extension of the idea of theformer to the ase of four neutrinos �s ; �e ; �� ; �� (inluding one sterileneutrino �s), when among their massive states �0 ; �1 ; �2 ; �3 there are nodiret mixings between �0 and �2, �0 and �3, �1 and �3, and the masshierarhy m20 . m21 � m22 . m23 is now valid. Suh an option, belonging toa lass of textures widely disussed in literature, may be onsistent with theobserved de�its of solar �e's and atmospheri ��'s as well as with the LSNDappearane of �e's in the beam of aelerator ��'s, if now �m210 $ �m2sol,�m232 $ �m2atm and �m221 $ �m2LSND (however, in the ase of solar �e'sthe role of �s's in the disappearane of �e's is reently questioned). In bothoptions, only the lose neighbours in the hierarhies of massive neutrinos�1 ; �2 ; �3 and �0 ; �1 ; �2 ; �3, respetively, mix diretly. This harateristifeature of the two-mixing texture for three neutrinos or the three-mixingtexture for four neutrinos may be somehow physially signi�ant.PACS numbers: 12.15.Ff, 14.60.Pq, 12.15.Hh
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76 W. Królikowski1. IntrodutionFirst of all, we would like to emphasize that the alternative formulatedin the title of the paper has a hane to be settled, when the existeneof the LSND e�et [1℄ is experimentally exluded or on�rmed. The �rstoption of the alternative, muh disussed in literature [2℄, works in thease of three ative neutrinos �e ; �� ; �� , when among their massive states�1 ; �2 ; �3 there is no diret mixing between �1 and �3 [3℄, and the masshierarhy m21 . m22 � m23 holds. This option is onsistent with the ob-served de�its of solar �e's [4℄ and atmospheri ��'s [5℄, if �m221 $ �m2soland �m232 $ �m2atm. On the other hand, the seond option of the alterna-tive is an extension of the idea [3℄ of the former to the ase of four neutrinos�s ; �e ; �� ; �� (inluding one sterile neutrino �s), when among their massivestates �0 ; �1 ; �2 ; �3 there are no diret mixings between �0 and �2, �0 and�3, �1 and �3, and the mass hierarhy m20 . m21 � m22 . m23 is now valid.Suh an option, belonging to a lass of neutrino textures widely disussedin literature [6℄, may be onsistent with the observed de�its of solar �e's [4℄and atmospheri ��'s [5℄ as well as with the LSND appearane of �e's in thebeam of aelerator ��'s [1℄, if now �m210 $ �m2sol, �m232 $ �m2atm and�m221 $ �m2LSND (however, in the ase of solar �e's the role of �s's in thedisappearane of �e's is reently disputed [4,7℄).In both options, only the lose neighbours in the hierarhies of massiveneutrinos �1 ; �2 ; �3 [3℄ and �0 ; �1 ; �2 ; �3, respetively, mix diretly. Thisharateristi feature of the two-mixing texture for three neutrinos or thethree-mixing texture for four neutrinos may be somehow physially signif-iant, leading hopefully to a pertinent dynamial model for the neutrinotexture. 2. The �rst optionIf one onjetures that in the generi Cabibbo�Kobayashi�Maskawa-typematrix for leptons [8℄,U = 0� 1312 13s12 s13e�iÆ�23s12 � s13s2312eiÆ 2312 � s13s23s12eiÆ 13s23s23s12 � s132312eiÆ �s2312 � s1323s12eiÆ 1323 1A (1)with sij = sin �ij > 0 and ij = os �ij � 0, (i ; j = 1; 2; 3), there is prati-ally no diret mixing of massive neutrinos �1 and �3 (i.e., �13 = 0), then Uis redued to the following two-mixing form muh disussed previously [2℄:
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U=0� 1 0 00 23 s230 �s23 23 1A0� 12 s12 0�s12 12 00 0 1 1A=0� 12 s12 0�23s12 2312 s23s23s12 �s2312 23 1A :(2)For the two-mixing option (2) the neutrino mixing formula �� = Pi U�i�itakes the form �e = 12�1 + s12�2 ;�� = 23(�s12�1 + 12�2) + s23�3 ;�� = �s23(�s12�1 + 12�2) + 23�3 ; (3)while the inverse neutrino mixing formula �i =P� U��i�� gives�1 = 12�e � s12(23�� � s23�� ) ;�2 = s12�e + 12(23�� � s23�� ) ;�3 = s23�� + 23�� : (4)Note that Eq. (2) an be presented also in the formU = exp(i�7�23) exp(i�2�12);where �2 and �7 are two of eight Gell-Mann 3� 3 matries.In the representation, where the harged-lepton mass matrix is diago-nal (and thus the orresponding diagonalizing matrix � unit), the leptonmixing matrix U = (U�i) (� = e ; � ; � ; i = 1; 2; 3) is, at the same time,the diagonalizing matrix for neutrino mass matrix M = (M��) (�; � =e; �; �), U yMU = diag(m1 ; m2 ; m3) with m21 � m22 � m23, so that M =�Pi U�iU��imi�. In this ase, the orthogonal two-mixing form (2) of U leadsto the real and symmetriM=0� 212m1+s212m2 (m2�m1)12s1223 �(m2�m1)12s12s23(m2�m1)12s1223 s223m3+223(s212m1+212m2) (m3�s212m1�212m2)23s23�(m2�m1)12s12s23 (m3�s212m1�212m2)23s23 223m3+s223(s212m1+212m2)1A:(5)Here, as is seen from Eq. (4), the values 23 = 1=p2 = s23 give maxi-mal mixing of �� and �� : (�� � �� )=p2, and then 12 ' 1=p2 ' s12 �a nearly maximal mixing of �e and (��� �� )=p2: approximately [�e� (����� )=p2 ℄=p2.



78 W. KrólikowskiFrom the familiar neutrino osillation formulaeP (�� ! ��) = jh�� jeiPLj��ij2 = Æ�� � 4Xj>i U��jU�jU�iU��i sin2 xji ; (6)with xji = 1:27�m2jiLE ; �m2ji = m2j �m2i (7)(�m2ji, L and E measured in eV2, km and GeV, respetively) whih is validfor U��jU�jU�iU��i real (CP violation negleted), one infers in the ase oftwo-mixing option (2) thatP (�e ! �e) = 1� (212s12)2 sin2 x21 ;P (�� ! ��) = 1�(212s1223)2 sin2 x21�(223s23)2(s212 sin2 x31+212 sin2 x32)' 1� (223s23)2 sin2 x32 ;P (�� ! �e) = (212s1223)2 sin2 x21 ; (8)where the �nal step in the seond formula is valid for x32 = xatm = O(1),when m21 . m22 � m23 or equivalently �m221 � �m232 . �m231.The �rst formula (8) is onsistent with the observed de�it of solar �e'sif one applies the smaller-mass or larger-mass vauum global solution orlarge-angle MSW global solution or �nally LOW global solution [4℄ with(212s12)2 $ sin2 2�sol � (0:72 or 0.90 or 0.79 or 0.91) and�m221 $ �m2sol �(6:5 � 10�11 or 4:4 � 10�10 or 2:7 � 10�5 or 1:0 � 10�7) eV2, respetively.This gives 212 � 0:5 + (0:26 or 0.16 or 0.23 or 0.15) and s212 � 0:5� (0:26 or0.16 or 0.23 or 0.15), when taking 212 � s212.The seond formula (8) desribes orretly the observed de�it of atmo-spheri ��'s [5℄ if (223s23)2 $ sin2 2�atm � 1 and �m232 $ �m2atm � 3:5 �10�3 eV2, sine then �m221 � �m232 . �m231 for �m221 determined as in thease of solar �e's. This implies that 223 � 0:5 � s223 andm23 � 3:5�10�3 eV2,beause m21 . m22 � m23.Then, the third formula (8) shows that no LSND e�et for aelera-tor ��'s [1℄ should be observed, P (�� ! �e) � 0, sine with �m221 $�m2sol � (10�10 or 10�10 or 10�5 or 10�7) eV2 � �m2LSND � 1 eV2, one getssin2(x12)LSND � (10�21 or 10�19 or 10�9 or 10�14)� sin2 xLSND � 1, while(212s1223)2 � (0:72 or 0.90 or 0.79 or 0:91) � 0:5 > sin2 2�LSND � 10�2.In the ase of Chooz experiment looking for osillations of reator ��e's[9℄, where it happens that (x32)Chooz = 1:27�m232LChooz=EChooz � 1 for�m232 $ �m2atm, the �rst formula (8) leads to P (��e ! ��e) � 1, sine(x21)Chooz � (x32)Chooz � 1 for �m221 $ �m2sol ( Ue3 = 0 in our ase).This is onsistent with the negative result of Chooz experiment. We an



An Alternative: Two-Mixing Texture for Three Neutrinos : : : 79see, however, that for the atual lepton ounterpart of Cabibbo�Kobayashi�Maskawa matrix the nonzero entry Ue3 may be a potential orretion to thetwo-mixing option (2) (jUe3j < 0:1 aording to the estimation in Choozexperiment).Further on, we will put 23 ' 1=p2 ' s23. Then, from Eq. (5) we inferthat approximatelyM = 0BB� 212m1+s212m2 (m2�m1)12s12p2 �(m2�m1)12s12p2(m2�m1)12s12p2 m3+s212m1+212m22 m3�s212m1�212m22�(m2�m1)12s12p2 m3�s212m1�212m22 m3+s212m1+212m22 1CCA : (9)Here, Me� = �Me� , M�� = M�� andMee = 212m1 + s212m2 ; Mee +M�� �M�� = m1 +m2 ;M�� +M�� = m3 ; Me� = (m2 �m1)12s12p2 : (10)Assuming that Mee = 0, we get from Eq. (10) the relations M�� =(m3 +m2 +m1)=2, M�� = (m3�m2�m1)=2, Me� = (s12=12)m2=p2, andm1m2 = �s212212 ; �m221 � m22 �m21 = m22 212 � s212412 (11)or m1 = �q�m221 s212p212 � s212 ; m2 =q�m221 212p212 � s212 ; (12)when taking m1 � m2. For instane, applying to Eq. (12) the LOW solarsolution [4℄ i.e., s212 � 0:5�0:15, 212 � 0:5+0:15 and �m221 � 1:0�10�7 eV2,we estimate m1 � �2:0� 10�4 eV ; m2 � 3:8� 10�4 eV ; (13)while the Super�Kamiokande result �m232 � 3:5� 10�3 eV2 [5℄ leads to theestimation m3 � 5:9� 10�2 eV ; (14)what shows expliitly that jm1j . m2 � m3. Thus, in this aseMee =0 ; M�� = M�� � 3:0� 10�2eV ;Me� =�Me� � 1:9 � 10�4eV ; M�� � 3:0 � 10�2eV ; (15)where M�� &M�� �Me�.



80 W. KrólikowskiIn onlusion, the two-mixing texture of three (Dira or Majorana) ativeneutrinos ��(� = e; �; �), desribed by the formulae (2) and (5), is neatlyonsistent with the observed solar and atmospheri neutrino de�its, butit predits no LSND e�et whose on�rmation should imply, therefore, theexistene of at least one sterile neutrino �s, mixing with �e. This mightbe either one extra, light (Dira or Majorana) sterile neutrino �s [6,10℄ orone of three onventional, light Majorana sterile neutrinos �(s)� = ��R +(��R) (� = e ; � ; �) [11,12℄ existing in this ase beside three light Majoranaative neutrinos �(a)� = ��L + (��L) (� = e ; � ; �) [of ourse, �(a)�L = ��Land �(s)�L = (��R)℄.The essential agreement of the observed neutrino osillations with thetwo-mixing option (2) for U (provided there is really no LSND e�et) sug-gests that the onjeture of absene of diret mixing of massive neutrinos �1and �3, leading to U of the form (2), is somehow physially important. Thisabsene tells us that only the lose neighbours, �1 and �2, �2 and �3, in thehierarhy of massive neutrinos �1 ; �2 ; �3 mix diretly.3. The seond optionWhen we want to introdue one sterile neutrino mixing with three ativeneutrinos �e; ��; �� (thus leading to four massive neutrino states �0; �1; �2; �3),we ought to extend properly the two-mixing formula (2) of the previous 3�3mixing matrix U . A natural form of suh a new 4� 4 mixing matrix seemsto be U =0BB� 01 s01 0 0�s01 01 0 00 0 23 s230 0 �s23 23 1CCA0BB� 1 0 0 00 12 s12 00 �s12 12 00 0 0 1 1CCA=0BB� 01 s0112 s01s12 0�s01 0112 01s12 00 �23s12 2312 s230 s23s12 �s2312 23 1CCA ; (16)if in the hierarhy of massive neutrinos �0; �1; �2; �3 the new massive neutrino�0 mixes diretly only with its lose neighbour �1 (01 = os �01 and s01 =sin �01). Then, only the lose neighbours, �0 and �1, �1 and �2, �2 and �3,in the hierarhy of massive neutrinos �0 ; �1 ; �2 ; �3 mix diretly. In thelimiting ase of �01 = 0 the three-mixing form (16) of 4� 4 mixing matrix isredued to the two-mixing form (2) of 3�3 mixing matrix. It is interesting toobserve that in this four-neutrino texture the sterile small-angle MSW globalsolution [4℄ leads to a small value �01 ' s01 � 0:0017 (f. the �rst relation



An Alternative: Two-Mixing Texture for Three Neutrinos : : : 81(19) later on). If, however, a onsiderable or even nearly maximal mixing of�0 and �1 an work e�etively for solar �e's, suh a small value of �01 maybe replaed by a onsiderable �01 or even �01 ' �=4: 01 & 1=p2 & s01.On the other hand, a small mixing of �1 and �2 may be su�ient to explainthe possible LSND e�et (or its modi�ed version), while the nearly maximalmixing of �2 and �3 still works well for atmospheri ��'s. Thus, puttingin Eq. (16) 23 ' 1=p2 ' s23 and 12 ' 1 � s12 ' "p2 > 0, we getapproximately from Eq. (16)U = 0BBB� 01 s01 s01"p2 0�s01 01 01"p2 00 �" 1p2 1p20 " � 1p2 1p2 1CCCA : (17)The mixing matrix (17) gives through Eqs. (6) with (7), where now�; � = s; e; �; � and i; j = 0; 1; 2; 3, the following neutrino osillation proba-bilities:P (�e ! �e) = 1�(201s01)2 sin2 x10�8201"2(s201 sin2 x21+201 sin2 x31)' 1� (201s01)2 sin2 x10�4201"2 ;P (�� ! ��) = 1�sin2 x23�2"2(sin2 x21+sin2 x31) ' 1�sin2 x23 � 2"2P (�� ! �e) = 4 201"2 sin2 x21 : (18)The seond step in the �rst and seond formula (18) is valid for x10 = xsol =O(1) and x32 = xatm = O(1), respetively, where now in this four-neutrinotexture m20 . m21 � m22 . m23 or equivalently �m210 � �m221 . �m220 and�m232 � �m221 . �m231.Then, the formulae (18) are onsistent with experimental data for solar�e's [4℄, atmospheri ��'s [5℄ and LSND aelerator ��'s [1℄, if(201s01)2 $ sin2 2�sol � 8<: 6:6 � 10�3 or0:72 or0:90 ;�m210 $ �m2sol � 8<: 4:0 � 10�6 eV2 or6:5 � 10�11 eV2 or4:4 � 10�10 eV2 ;1$ sin2 2�atm � 1 ;�m232 $ �m2atm � 3:5� 10�3 eV2 ;4201"2 $ sin2 2�LSND � 10�2 ;�m221 $ �m2LSND � 1 eV2 ; (19)



82 W. Królikowskirespetively. Here, in the ase of solar �e's we apply the sterile small-angleMSW global solution or, just for an illustration, smaller-mass or larger-massvauum global solution [4℄ (however, in the ase of solar �e's the role of �s'sin the disappearane of �e's is reently disputed [4,7℄). Then, 201 � (1 or0.76 or 0.66) and s201 � (0.0017 or 0.24 or 0.34). From Eqs. (19) we obtainreadily the estimations m2 � 1 eV, m3 � 1 eV and m1 � (2:0 � 10�3 or8:1� 10�6 or 2:1� 10�5) eV, the last if we onjeture that m0 = 0, and " �(5.0 or 5.7 or 6.2) �10�2. This shows expliitly that m0 . m1 � m2 . m3.In the ase of mixing matrix (17), the 4 � 4 mass matrix M = (M��)(�; � = s; e; �; �), takes, up to O("2), the formM =0BB� 201m0+s201m1 01s01(m1�m0) "s01(m2�m1) "s01(m1�m2)01s01(m1�m0) s201m0 + 201m1 "01(m2�m1) "01(m1�m2)"s01(m2�m1) "01(m2�m1) m2+m32 m3�m22"s01(m1�m2) "01(m1�m2) m3�m22 m2+m32 1CCA ;(20)sine M = �Pi U�iU��imi�. Hene, up to O("2),m0;1 = Mss +Mee2 �s�Mee �Mss2 �2 +M2se ; m2;3 = M�� �M�� ; (21)where Mee = Mss + (01=s01 � s01=01)Mse, Mss = (s01=01)Mse (whenm0 = 0), Mse � 01s01(2:0 � 10�3 or 8:1 � 10�6 or 2:1 � 10�5) eV (whenm0 = 0) and M�� = M�� � 1 eV, M�� � (3:5=4) � 10�3 eV.If eventually the LSND e�et turns out to be on�rmed, then at leastone sterile neutrino mixing with three ative neutrinos ought to exist. Theseond option disussed here is a natural andidate for its texture. If thereare more sterile neutrinos mixing with ative neutrinos, the neutrino texturewould be e�etively more extended [13℄.REFERENCES[1℄ C. Athanassopoulos et al. (LSND Collaboration), Phys. Rev. Lett. 75, 2650(1995); Phys. Rev. C54, 2685 (1996); Phys. Rev. Lett. 77, 3082 (1996); 81,1774 (1998); G. Mills, talk at Neutrino 2000, Sudbury, Canada, June 2000.[2℄ Cf. e.g. F. Feruglio, Ata Phys. Pol. B31, 1221 (2000); and referenes therein.[3℄ W. Królikowski, hep�ph/0007255.[4℄ Cf. e.g. J.N. Bahall, P.I. Krastev, A.Y. Smirnov, Phys. Lett. B477, 401(2000); hep�ph/0002293.
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